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Out2 should remain at VDD since Out1 transitions to 0 during evaluation.  g
However, since there is a finite propagation delay for the input to discharge 
Out1 to GND, the second output also starts to discharge.

The second dynamic inverter turns off (PDN) when Out1 reaches VTn.

S i ll i f h d 0 d i h ill fi iSetting all inputs of the second gate to 0 during precharge will fix it.

Correct operation is guaranteed (ignoring charge redistribution and leakage) 
as long as the inputs can only make a single 0 -> 1 transition during the 
evaluation period



Ensures all inputs to the Domino gate are set to 0 at the end of the p g
precharge period.  Hence, the only possible transition during evaluation is 0 -
> 1



First 32 bit micro (BellMAC 32) was designed in Domino logic( ) g g

Now a rather rare design style due to non-inverting logic only



AND/NAND differential logic gate.  The inputs and their complements come g g p p
from other differential DR gates and thus all inputs are low during precharge 
and make a conditional transition from 0 to 1.

Annotations show state during evaluate cycle (CLK = 1)

E i b i l bi f iExpensive - but can implement any arbitrary function.

Use significant power since they have a guaranteed transition every single 
clock cycle (regardless of signal statistics, since either Out or !Out will 
transition from 0 to 1).

Not ratioed (even though have a cross-coupled PMOS pair)



Also called zipper logic - In4 and In5 must be from PDN’spp g

DEC alpha uses np-CMOS logic (Dobberpuhl)

Have to size the PUN’s to equalize the delay to that of the PDN’s

Really dense layouts and very high speed (20% faster than domino with the 
correct sizing)

Reduced noise margin (as with any dynamic gate)

Have two clock signals to generate and route - CLK and !CLK

NORA - no race CMOS


